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Bullish on the airport’s future
With 2010 fast fading into the rearview mirror, the Gander International Airport Authority is
pleased to look back on a strong year with healthy revenues and record profitability.
“Our financial performance in 2010 was encouraging given that the aviation industry is still going
through a tepid recovery,” said Gary Vey, airport authority President and CEO. “Passenger numbers
have been strong and our traditional international refueling stop business is recovering. We are
pleased to post another record-breaking year for the airport and our seventh consecutive year of
profit.”
Passenger performance at Gander was up 10 per cent, due to Air Canada’s enhanced seasonal jet
service to Halifax, strong demand for Sunwing Airline’s charters to Toronto and the introduction of
daily service to Labrador in August. The airport posted a nine-year high for passenger traffic in
2010.
“The traveling public in Central Newfoundland has been very responsive to new air service
choices at Gander,” Mr. Vey said. “In particular, the new Labrador route has enjoyed very strong
patronage. Our success is very much about the air carriers who have invested in our airport and
the customers who fly Gander. We continue to work to establish new travel opportunities and we
have a lot simmering in the skillet right now.”
All segments of the airport’s traditional technical stop traffic grew across the board over a very
difficult 2009.
“There are signs of improvement in the global economy and we are seeing technical stop activity
restored. It will not recover to historic levels, but fuel stops will continue to be a primary economic
generator for the airport, and region,” Mr. Vey said.
TACKLING THE TWO-MILE MONSTER
The everpresent challenge for the airport authority is to generate the revenue from operations to
channel into its capital works program, Mr. Vey said.

A transatlantic 757 is refueled during a technical stop at Gander. Trafffic at Gander showed
encouraging recovery in 2010.
vision. Thanks to our hard-working staff and partners, we have given an old dog new life. It’s been
a significant change from the day when Transport Canada operated the airport at a substantial
loss.”
Airport authority chairperson Fred Moffitt is looking forward to more of the same in 2011.

“I’m tired of having to place an asterix next to good news, but our longest runway will require a
resurfacing in the coming years and this comes with a $12 million price tag. It is a project that can’t
be deferred and we haven’t been able to bridge the gap between revenues and the money
required for capital. We maintain that some form of government cost-share is required as has been
seen at other airports across the country. This remains a challenge, but we can’t let it cloud our

“Our strategic direction remains the same,” Mr. Moffitt said. “We focus on controlling expenses and
growing our operation where there is room to grow. This basic, no-frills strategy has served us well
over the past five years. Our results speak for themselves.”

The lure of Labrador is wild
Since Air Canada Jazz launched daily Labrador flights this summer, airport President and CEO Gary
Vey has been very impressed with passenger performance.
“We always knew there was a pent-up demand for direct service from Central Newfoundland to
Labrador that was being serviced elsewhere. So it’s no big surprise to us that flights have been
performing exceptionally well,” he said.
On August 1, Air Canada Jazz launched a daily direct flight from Gander to Goose Bay with
continuing service to Wabush and Sept-Îles, Quebec. The flight departs Gander for Labrador at
3:20 pm and leaves Goose Bay for Gander at 10:30 am. Flying time is 1 hour 35 minutes and flights
are operated by Tier III operator EVAS Air with an 18-seat, washroom-equipped Beechcraft 1900D.
Over a hundred community leaders and well-wishers joined EVAS and the airport authority for an
official “Goose, Meet Gander” launch event and to enjoy some Labrador-inspired cuisine like
alouettes and patridgeberry tarts.

“It’s a testament to teamwork and persistence that we are here today to commemorate our
inaugural flight,” EVAS President and CEO Pat White told the group. “The economic development
opportunities that are in Labrador are very significant. For too long, Central Newfoundland has not
had direct access to that, and direct access is extremely important.”
That economic link was at the heart of the route, explained airport CEO Gary Vey.
MAKING A BUSINESS CONNECTION
“We knew this service would be welcomed by the thousands of Newfoundlanders who work and
do business in Labrador and no longer have to endure a three hour drive to get a flight. As the
Labrador economy continues to grow, it becomes even more essential. The $6 billion investment
in hydro development will be a massive catalyst for growth and Central Newfoundland companies
need to be thinking about what opportunities this will create,” Mr. Vey said.
“The launch of connecting flights between Gander and Goose Bay is a monumental event,” said
Gander and Area Chamber of Commerce President Troy Freeborn. “It links two important parts of
our province and provides an avenue for the growth of businesses in both regions. Businesses can
now increase their services to a new customer base with greater ease. As the hydro project at
Muskrat Falls begins development, this link becomes increasingly beneficial and provides local
businesses direct access to contracts and spin-offs.”
“Transportation is a key component of any business,” added Dan Mahoney, the chamber’s
Transportation representative. “The establishment of direct access from Central Newfoundland to
Labrador allows businesses in our area to compete for opportunities in Labrador on an equal
footing.”
Mr. Vey added that he has also been “pleasantly surprised” by the number of leisure travelers using
the service to visit family, vacation and enjoy a world-class outdoor experience.
“Our customers appreciate the convenience of direct service to Labrador and being able to earn
Aeroplan miles doing it. It's a great way to go,” Mr. Vey said.

EVAS Air’s Beech 1900D bursts through the ceremonial fireguard salute on the day of its
inaugural flight from Labrador August 1. Demand has been strong ever since.
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Cap’n Crunch: not
a certified pilot

For those companies and organizations doing frequent business in Labrador or within the
province, Air Canada has launched a new suite of regional flight passes in packages ranging from
30 to 100 credits. Depending on the package purchased, companies can name from eight to 50
different travelers from within the company. All flights earn full Air Canada Statute Miles and are
eligible for flights between Gander, Deer Lake, Goose Bay, Sept-Iles, St. John's and Wabush. Flight
passes for individuals are also available.
For details, check Air Canada’s website at www.aircanada.ca
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Love Those
GREYTAILS

Message From the CEO
Who’s an Air Canada supporter? Is it just me, or has
deriding Canada’s legacy carrier taken a place next to
hockey as a favorite national pastime? What’s behind
the sneering at Air Canada? Everyone is entitled to
their opinion, but I don’t understand what’s at the
root of it. In an industry plagued with economic and
operational challenges, Air Canada does a good job,
in my opinion.
Many others share my view. In recent years, Air
Canada has won a host of continental and global
awards for in-flight service, its flight attendants, best
business class, best airline for international travel and
best North American airline. I’d surmise these surveys
were administered to people of their own free will
and respondents were not held at
gunpoint. There must be some
integrity in the findings.

I’ve flown enough for both business and pleasure that I’ve been on the unsmiling end of the same
headaches you’ve all endured with any number of airlines - luggage gone incognito, mechanical
issues, blown connections, weather delays. Those of you who fly frequently will have endured these
tribulations at one point or another and recognize they are part and parcel of a complex way of
travel with a wide margin of error. At day’s end, it’s not the issue that grieves people so much as the
way it’s handled. If airline staff are not empathetic, helpful, patient and accommodating in trying to
help you along your way when trouble arises, that’s when we have a problem. If you do not receive
what you believe to be good customer service from any airline, here’s a tip: write a letter. Yep, a good
old fashioned letter with a stamp licked onto the front. You may want to vent at someone in
customer service (still intolerable in my eyes) to get your feelings off your chest, but if you want
results, take five minutes and pen a letter. Trust me.
If you question the Air Canada in flight service, I’d suggest you take a few trips with other North
American carriers. Ouch. You’ll appreciate Air Canada all the more. I know you have to pay for food
and just about everything else, but remember that this was the trade-off the whole travel industry
made in exchange for affordable airfares, which have essentially remained flat over
the last decade. In exchange for this, something had to be sacrificed, so the chicken
cordon bleu became a choice for customers, not something built into your ticket
price. This model - adopted nearly universally by airlines - gives you choice but you
don’t have to pay for something you don’t want or need.

it reminds me of
the guy who
arrives at a
potluck dinner
empty-handed
and leaves
full-bellied.

Yes, yes, I hear what you’re saying ...
of course the airport CEO is going to
get behind Air Canada. You’re right.
Our airport places great importance
on supporting those carriers who
invest in our airport and region. I would also provide Sunwing Airlines with a
glowing endorsement of their standard of service, in-flight experience and great
travel deals. Heck, I’ll get behind Air Baffin Island if they see fit to offer flights from
Gander. Running an airport is like running a mall ... you want your tenants to be
prosperous and growing. But Air Canada is a special case for me, maybe because
so many seem to aim their dripping vitriol at the carrier. No, I am not an Air Canada
shareholder, but I am a stakeholder because their success will be Gander Airport’s success. Air
Canada is perfectly capable of defending its own operations and track record, but humor me while I
make a few points in defense.

I have a dog-eared old black and white photo from the early ‘40s showing Trans-Canada Airlines,
what became Air Canada, on a snow-shrouded ramp here at Gander. Through thick, thin, prosperity
and recession, Air Canada has been committed to Gander. While we sometimes take issue with their
schedule or aircraft choice or pricing, they have been a staple in this market while other airlines
came and went. Commitment. There’s something to be said for that.
By serving Gander, Air Canada creates meaningful jobs for local residents, patronizes local business,
buys aviation fuel here, spends money at our restaurants and hotels and provides our region with a
global connection that facilitates tourism and economic development. You can leave from Gander
on any day with Air Canada and go just about anywhere in the world. The same can’t be said of its
competitors. Air Canada is the only mainline carrier in this country which has a mixed fleet that
allows them to serve places like Wabush, Timmins, Fort Nelson, Iqaluit or Gander that others can’t be
bothered to invest in.
There’s a reason the Federal Government hastily readied back to work legislation when there was a
threat of an Air Canada Jazz strike; because the country’s economy would have ground to a standstill
had its planes been parked. While Air Canada continues to grow its service to rural and remote
markets, its competitors serve only the greatest urban critical mass and refuse to invest in the type
of aircraft to profitably and effectively serve our area. They do want your business, but they want it
on their terms, which includes you absorbing the expense and headache of a six to eight hour return
drive, often in trying weather. In exchange for your patronage, they leave absolutely no economic
benefit in Central Newfoundland. Nothing. Nada. Zilch. If your patronage and business is so
important to a carrier, you’d think they’d invest in the region. This practice reminds me of the guy
who turns up at a potluck dinner empty-handed and leaves full-bellied.

The other argument I often hear wheeled out is that Air Canada is a business
traveler’s airline. It might console some of the disgruntled to conjure a mental
image of first-class fatcats being hand-fed grapes while being fanned with rare
ostrich feathers, but the fact is people who travel with Air Canada for work
appreciate the service, connectivity and perks like upgrades, lounge access and
more. Aeroplan is by no means perfect, but it is revered by analysts, having just won
the 2010 program of the year for the Americas. The business travelers we see at
Gander don’t fit the stereotype some might have ... they are mid-level employees,
blue collar workers and skilled tradespeople traveling to provide for their families,
just like the rest of us. Air Canada recognizes the value of a repeat customer and works very hard to
retain them and not through gimmicks or toothless customer commitments.
I’ve run into a few critics who are stuck like sea urchins to the notion Air Canada is a Crown
Corporation. It’s not. It was privatized in 1988. It was not the beneficiary of any government
bail-outs or a gratuitous taxpayer subsidy. In fairness, when it was divested, it was saddled with a lot
of federal government policies which made the job of righting the ship even more difficult to do.
In the last year, Air Canada has provided new routes and greater seasonal capacity at Gander. They
are the singular reason why the number of passengers flying through Gander is up almost 40% over
three short years. We work in partnership with them to foster new travel opportunities at YQX but all
our eggs are not in a singular basket. Like all airports, we maintain active discussions with plenty of
other airlines. I’ve enjoyed positive experiences with other carriers through the years - the vibrant
corporate culture of Westjet, the friendliness and accessiblity of Provincial Airlines, the remarkable
efficiency of Lufthansa. Above all, we want only to ensure our airport has timely, affordable access to
key destinations, no matter what colors or logo are painted on the tail of the plane. This a work in
progress, but we are making headway.
In hockey, there are two things I love ... the Maple Leafs winning and the Canadiens losing. Why do
Les Habitants send such hate coursing through my veins? I honestly don’t know myself anymore. I
suspect it’s the same with airlines ... maybe anti-Air Canada sentiments are becoming fashionable or
everyone wants a turn administering a flogging. I will say that every airline in the world is capable of
losing bags or being stuck in a weather delay. I don’t know what’s at the root of it, but I do know it
seems, at least in my eyes, unjustified. That’s my opinion - and you’re certainly entitled to yours.

email | veyg@giaa.nf.ca

Moffitt named Honorary Colonel
Gander International Airport Authority Chairperson Fred Moffitt has added another decoration to a
distinguished military career.
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Corporate aircraft racing to earn a
transatlantic speed record
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Cargo plane filled with delicious vintage
Bordeaux wine for the Christmas rush

We have to admit to significant
salivating and longing
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Lingerie models on a private charter en
route to a fashion show in Milan

We have to admit to significant
salivating and longing
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Aircraft filled with dangerous materials
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No autographs. Rule of thumb: don’t
be starstruck serving VIPs
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CEO of the largest smart phone
vending company in the world

He very much enjoyed the
“moosemilk” ice-cream

.
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President of the Czech Republic

Talked hockey and vegetable drinks.
Apparently, no V8 available in Prague.

.
Drunk, unruly passenger en
route to Philadelphia

In August, the retired Royal Air Force Flight Lieutenant was appointed Honorary Colonel of 103
Search and Rescue Squadron 9 Wing Gander, succeeding past Hon. Col. Ken Jenkins.
“It gives me immense pride as an ex-military man to be bestowed with such an honor,” he said. “103
Search and Rescue is such an integral part of our community and we are very proud of the essential
service it provides.”
Born in Bedlington, England, Honorary Colonel Moffitt joined the RAF in 1962 and trained as an Air
Navigator. He flew in the Air Mobility/Transport role on the Beverleys and Britannias prior to moving
on to a decade flying C-130 Hercules. Postings took him throughout the United Kingdom, as well as a
stint early in his career with 84 Squadron at Aden Protectorate in South Yemen. It was a posting in
1986 as RAF Detachment Commander at Gander International Airport that brought him to
Newfoundland. In 1990, he retired from active service in the RAF and relocated permanently to
Gander. Subsequently, he owned a franchise restaurant in Gander until 2006.
Honorary Colonel Moffitt is also the Chair of the Employment Insurance Board of Referees to
adjudicate employment insurance appeals. He is a member of the local chamber of commerce,
Gander Masonic Lodge #16 and a past executive of the Gander Golf Club. He and his wife reside in
Gander.

Irving customer service award
Irving Aviation’s Gander FBO has added a local award to a trophy case bowed beneath the weight of
national and international awards.
Irving’s Henry Morgan was on hand to receive the Customer Service Award at the Gander and Area
Chamber of Commerce’s annual Joe and Clarice Goodyear Business Awards.
Irving’s Gander FBO has long been known for high standards of customer service. In 2010, Irving was
named the Best FBO in Canada for the fourth year running by readers of Professional Pilot Magazine. It
also finished second in the Aviation International News survey after holding top spot the previous two
years.
Other airport companies were among the finalists in other categories. Maintenance provider Briggs
Aero was nominated for the Small Business Awards and ground handling firm Allied Aviation as
Business of the Year.

.
The law dealt with it

Fly Gander is the official newsletter of the Gander International Airport Authority. We publish twice annually and
print on recycled paper. If you have any thoughts, feedback, story ideas or photos to share, please feel free to
contact us at marketing@giaa.nf.ca

Every three years, emergency response
providers and stakeholders gather for a full-scale
mock disaster exercise.
“Disaster response is about training and
readiness, and a full-scale scenario is the best
means for the community to keep prepared,”
explained Exercise Director Brian Hicks, who is
also the airport’s Director of Safety and Airside
Operations. “The coordination for something like
this takes months, but is well worth it.”
In this years’ scenario, a transatlantic aircraft was
hijacked and subsequently crashed on the
airport.
Excercise Observer and Grand Falls-Windsor Fire
Chief Vince MacKenzie shared some images from
that brisk November day.

1) The blaze succesfully extinguished, firefighters
move in on the “aircraft wreckage”, in this case,
an old school bus. 2) Cpl. Ben Dyson of the RCMP
and Capt. Lyn Vallis of CFB Gander at the airport
Emergency Coordination Centre. 3) “Victim” Matt
O’Keefe awaits medical attention. 4) Response
teams take survivors off to hospital. 5) Firefighter
Kevin Freake liases with emergency response
providers. 6) Crash survivor Kusainudiya
Rajamukda receives triage from Primary Care
Paramedic Susan Humby.
“All things considered, it was a good exercise,” Mr.
Hicks said. “The parties involved did a
commendable job in responding to the scene.
Perhaps most importantly, we identifed what
needs improving.”

Recently, the airport authority launched a Central Newfoundland Travel Survey to
cull your travel trends, preferences and choices. We’d like to thank all of you who
took the time to provide us with your feedback. It will go a long ways to helping
the airport authority develop new air service opportunities.
In an entirely different vein, we also launched a second, off-kilte, off-kilter,
just-for-fun traveler survey, the results of which we’ve presented below.

Which item should be added to the in-flight menu?
5% Canned kippers
45% Margaritas
20% Grilled cheese sandwich 30% Chicken wings
Fire up the blender
for Margaritas

Which perk should be offered in first class service?
67% Shiatsu massage
0% Tax preparation
0% Line dancing lessons
33% Complementary monocles

Who would make the hottest flight attendant?
27% Beyonce
19% Angelina Jolie
27% Johnny Depp
27% David Hasselhof
Others cited: Matthew McConaughey, Meg Ryan (”but the Meg Ryan from,
like, 20 years ago”, “Only Johnny Depp if he agrees to dress like a pirate.”

The Hof: one hot flight
attendant, youthinks

Which fictional destination would you most like to visit:
35% Atlantis
20% The Land of Chocolate
40% Funkytown
5% Oz

What travel item can’t you do without?
20% Music player
6% Neck pillow
27% Sedatives
47% Pants

Pants: don’t fly
without them

Which non-traditional means of air travel would you most like to experience?
20% Space shuttle
53% Magic carpet
14 % Pegasus
13 % Human Catapult

I would rather fly strapped to the wing than sit next to:
20% A colic baby
8% A vampire
15% A flatulent polar bear
25% My mother-in-law
32% Paris Hilton

Most would rather be
mauled or bitten than
sit next to Ms. Hilton

Which carryon item would create the greatest hassle at security?
53% 4 gallon jar of mayonnaise 13% Baby komodo dragon
20% Samurai sword
14% Angry Communist Party
of North America Membership Card

Whom would you least enjoy piloting your flight?
7% Captain Kirk
31% Captain Morgan
40% Cap’n Crunch
22% Captain Hook
Others cited: Captain Kangaroo (”He was very creepy”); Captain
Jack Sparrow (”Seems to be a heavy drinker”); Captain Stubing
(”Did a great job as captain of The Love Boat but not qualified to fly.”)

Cap’n Crunch: great
cereal but suspect
pilot’s credentials

Best aviation/flight-themed movie of all time
33% Top Gun
20% Up
27% Airplane!
20% Snakes on a Plane

When flying, what do you least want to hear the pilot announce?
27% “We are experiencing some mild turbulence. If you have a helmet,
we’d advise you to put it on.”

27% “The in-flight movie is Gigli.”
40% “Now that we’ve reached cruising altitude, it’s an opportune time
for me to practice my barrel rolls.”

6% “The seatbelt sign has been turned off. Feel free to move around
the cabin, but please stay in the plane as it’s cold outside.”
The Gander International Airport Authority is working to increase travel
choices from Gander for Central Newfoundland residents. As part of our
research, we’d love your feedback on your travel choices. Those who
complete the survey can also choose to be entered into a draw for $300
worth of airport swag and merchandise. You can take the survey at
www.surveymonkey.com/s/centralnlairtravelsurvey

It’s March. Central Newfoundland is shrouded in snow. Your lower back is stiff from shoveling. Every
morning seems a forced march as you trudge through the motions of chiseling a film of ice off your
windshield, navigate the snow-filled driveway and get through a day cast in an eternal gray.
Well, let’s not be too dour or dramatic about it. Central Newfoundland also holds many a winter delight for
those who enjoy outdoor activities, but at some point, enough is enough. No mas, as the Spanish say.
An annual Caribbean vacation is cherished by thousands of Central Newfoundlanders looking to retreat,
recharge, relax and soak up the sun near the Equator.

Destination

Varadero

Punta Cana

“Over the last five years, the number of passengers flying through Gander to sun destinations has increased
in a big way,” said airport authority Director of Marketing Reg Wright. “Even last winter, when the economy
was sunk at the bottom of the recession, we posted record numbers for travel to the Caribbean.”

Famous baseballer

Jose Cancesco

Sammy Sosa

That growth in sun travel is thanks to Sunwing Vacations’ investment in the Central Newfoundland market,
Mr. Wright explained. In 2011, the choices are even better. Sunwing has announced it will operate weekly
direct flights from Gander to both Cuba and the Dominican Republic. Flights depart Gander for Varadero on
Wednesdays from March 9-May 4 and to Punta Cana on Thursdays from March 10-May 5.

Local beer

Cristal

Presidente

In previous years, Gander departures were twinned with Moncton. For this season, the Gander and Deer
Lake airport authorities worked in partnership with Sunwing to increase flight frequency and available
seats. Each airport will receive a direct flight leg to the Caribbean. On the return, passengers clear customs
only at their final destination.

Famous cocktail

Mojito

Mamajuana

Weather

Absolutely stupendous

Beach

Varadero Beach

Bavaro Beach

Don’t miss

Trip to Havana

La Altagracia

Wednesday

Departure day YQX

Varadero Golf Club

Great golf course

“Previously, we each shared one flight with mainland Atlantic Canadian airports but we felt we had some
very compelling synergies in terms of marketing and operations to offer two Caribbean destinations from
each of our regions,” said Jamie Schwartz, President and CEO of the Deer Lake Regional Airport.

Merengue

Get your dance on

“Our residents have really responded to Sunwing’s brand of service and the convenience of getting from the
tarmac to the beach in just over four hours. Their flight times this year, with early morning departures down
and mid-day flights back, are absolutely perfect,” Mr. Wright added. “The demand for sun travel from Central
is well-established, and we are delighted to see Sunwing positioned to meet it.”

Popular souvenir

Bob Sime, Sunwing’s Director, Atlantic Canada said the expansion of winter services demonstrates their
commitment to the market. “Travelers can fly from their local airport without the inconvenience of lengthy
drives or forced overnight stays en route. Newfoundlanders welcome an opportunity to get away to warmer
climates, savour the endless beaches and bask in the rich Caribbean culture.”

Don’t bring

Sunwing recently completed a mega-merger with Signature Vacations to take its place as a titan in the
country’s sun travel landscape. But the real winner is the customer, explains Judy Jenkins, Manager of the
Gander branch of LeGrow’s Travel.

Top resort

“The upcoming travel season is a fantastic opportunity for Central Newfoundland residents. Not only do we
have a choice of destination with a direct flight to both Varadero and Punta Cana, we also have a choice of
tour operators to choose from. Both Sunwing and Signature Vacations are offering packages on these
flights, giving us a larger selection of resorts,” said. “We are very encouraged by the response of early
bookings for this program and expect this year to be the most successful ever. Hats off to Gander
International Airport Authority for their success with this and their support of local travel agencies.”

Totally fantabulous

Premium cigars

Thursday

La Cana

Rumba

Amber jewelry

American Express Card

Snowsuit

Paradisis Varadero

Iberostar Grand

Culinary adventure

Shredded Beef

Pastelitos

Off-the-resort excursion

Varadero Market

Sonoa Island

#2

#1

Sunwing Airlines prides itself on offering travelers a host of inclusions most other airlines charge for, such
as a choice of hot meal served with wine and in-flight entertainment.
To book your Caribbean escape, contact your local travel agent. We’ll see you on the beach.

Rank in popularity among
Newfoundlanders

travel tips
“Changing money in Cuba has a few quirks. Do not
take a debit card. Canadian credit cards are fine and
Canadian bills must be clean, meaning no damage,
rips or tears.”

*Amanda Kennedy, LeGrow’s Travel Grand Falls-Windsor
Thinking about an all-inclusive vacation this year? Let your
first stop be with your local travel agent. Using a travel
counsellor has endless advantages ... not only do travel
professionals have first-hand experience and expertise in the
properties they sell, but they can provide one-stop shopping to
bundle your entire Caribbean experience. For convenience,
expertise and quality assurance, you can’t beat a seasoned travel
professional who is committed to ensuring your trip is flawless,
memorable and gets you the best bang for your buck. Moreover,
many agencies offer price matching for package prices found on
other online trip consolidators. In this spirit, we asked travel
counsellors from across Central Newfoundland for their top tips,
insights and recommendations for the Dominican Republic and
Cuba, the two hottest destinations this winter. Incidentally, both
are available direct from Gander with Sunwing Airlines.

getting there
“Canadians flock to Cuba because it provides a classic beach
vacation - blue water, warm sandy beaches and great value for
money. ”

“In Cuba, electrical service is 110volts/60hz, but
most hotels and resorts have 220 volts. If you’re
bringing an appliance, you'll need an adaptor or converter. Most
outlets take flat plug prongs. Voltage irregularities are common, so
use a surge protector for appliances and computers.”

*Laura Woolfrey, LeGrow’s Travel Lewisporte
“In the Dominican Republic, telephones are widely
available at resorts, as well as cell phone and Internet
access. However, check with your cell provider about
roaming charges, safety and privacy.”

*Cindy Thomas, LeGrow’s Travel Grand Falls-Windsor
“The currency is the Dominican peso: Canadian and
US bills are widely accepted - and often preferred - at most tourist
places. Only change money at a bank or a hotel. Major credit cards
and travellers cheques are accepted in major tourist areas. While
ATMs are in cities and most resorts, they aren’t everywhere. For
security reasons, log the dates you’ll be away with your credit card
company before you go.”

*Amanda Kennedy, LeGrow’s Travel Grand Falls-Windsor

* Suzanne Jacobs, LeGrow’s Travel Lewisporte

“Whether you’re planning a family vacation or a
singles getaway, the Dominican Republic provides a
great experience with plenty to keep you busy. Or
not. That’s the beauty of the Dominican - it offers a
great mix, from relaxing beach days to exciting
excursions.”

“People spend a lot of time poring over property reviews online
before choosing a resort. The truth is, every property, however lavish,
has some negative reviews. But it’s reassuring to know you can find a
property that will ensure you have a positive, memorable experience
that won’t have you writing your own negative review.”

*Kim Simms, LeGrow’s Travel Grand Falls-Windsor

*Darlene Caines, LeGrow’s Travel Clarenville
“Flying from Gander to Varadero has never been easier. Hop on a
direct flight and 4 ½ hours later, you’ll be enjoying that Cuban
sunshine!”

* Laura Woolfrey, LeGrow’s Travel Lewisporte
“Sunwing Airlines has done us a great favour with
the flight times. We have early morning departures
arriving at destination mid-day, which provides
plenty of time to get to the resort and unwind in the
pool bar for a couple of hours before dinner. The
return flight has a mid-afternoon departure so
clients get a last few hours in the morning to
deepen their tan. This is a major bonus, compared to
some flight times departing from St. John's. Time at destination has
become such a major factor in booking for our clients, so much so
that we are already attracting clients from inside the overpass.”

*Barbara Simms, LeGrow’s Travel Gander
“With Sunwing's direct morning departures from Gander your dream
Caribbean vacation is just a warm breeze away.”

*Bonnie McGrath , Manager, CWT Harvey’s Travel Clarenville

“Easter Holy Week is observed with some resort restrictions on tours
and motorized water sports. Alcohol might not be served outside
your resort. If going into town during that week, cover up your bikini
and take hats off when you’re in restaurants to show respect.”

*Cindy Thomas, LeGrow’s Travel Grand Falls-Windsor
“We strongly recommend travel, medical and cancellation and
interruption insurance: we offer a plan that’s right for anyone.”

*Kim Simms, LeGrow’s Travel Grand Falls-Windsor

*Darlene Caines, LeGrow’s Travel Clarenville
“The ‘stay at one, play at 3’ option allows access to sister properties
offering an extensive selection of restaurants and activities to suit
any taste.”

* Bonnie McGrath , Manager, CWT Harvey’s Travel Clarenville
“Consider booking your excursions through your
travel counsellor to confirm your reservation. If you
pay on site, use cash as credit cards are charged hefty
fees.”

* Laura Woolfrey, LeGrow’s Travel Lewisporte

great excursions
1.

“Swim with dolphins at Varadero Delfinario at
Punta Hicacos Natural Park.”

2. “Watch sea lions and tropical fish at the Varadero
Aquarium. Sample the terrific ice-cream and watch
for classic cars kept in great repair.”

3. “Cuba is a renowned as a diver’s paradise. It has over 500 sites
with shipwrecks, caverns and coral.”

4. "Saddle-up for horseback trails or take a jeep safari trip to explore
exotic wildlife. If that sounds hot and sweaty, keep in mind cold
drinks are included.”

*Suzanne Jacobs, LeGrow’s Travel Lewisporte

”For a romantic getaway with just the two of you,
consider a Sandals Vacation. You can choose
from one of 14 luxury resorts and whatever troubles
you have will fast float away. We are certified
Sandals specialists and will pre-book your Red Lane
Spa experience and your Adventure Excursions with
Island Routes to ensure you get the quality product
you deserve.“

*Kim Butler, Travel Consultant, CWT Harvey’s Travel Grand Falls-Windsor
“If you’re taking the kids, many resorts offer children's
programs including kids clubs for toddlers, babies and kids under 12.
Some include babysitting services for an additional charge.”

*Goldie Frye, Manager, CWT Harvey’s Travel Gander

hot properties
“Punta Cana and Varadero have experienced serious
growth in both the number of properties and
customer demand over the years. It's very easy to
understand how clients can become overwhelmed
when trying to choose. Our agents have travelled to
Caribbean destinations numerous times and are
very familiar with most of the properties. Whether a
client is searching for a high end, moderate or
budget vacation, we love the challenge of finding the
property best suited to them.”

5.

“Tee off at the 18-hole par 72 Varadero Golf Club complete with
lagoon water hazards, crocodiles and an infamous 19th hole.”

“To suggest a favorite upscale, never-fail resort that's great for
couples, families or adults only, we recommend the five star
Majestic Colonial or Elegance in Punta Cana. For a favorite in
Varadero this year, the 4.5 star Iberostar Laguna Azul is a great
value. Budget-minded clients that are just looking for fun, sun and
sand should try the Be Live Grand, Punta Cana or Brisas del
Caribe in Varadero. Both are great for younger, first-timers and
beach lovers.”

*Vera Pritchett, LeGrow’s Travel Gander
“In Punta Cana, consider a stay at the beautiful Grand Palladium
located beachfront on beautiful
Bavaro Beach. You’ll enjoy deluxe accommodations along with tasty
eats and superb service.”

Punta Cana Resort & Spa,

*Bonnie McGrath , Manager, CWT Harvey’s Travel Clarenville

book 'em

“The response for early bookings for this winter program from
Gander is really encouraging and we are expecting it to be the
most successful yet. There’s a delicate balance between getting
the property you want and waiting for a last minute sell-off.
Obviously, tour operators do not want to get in a situation
where they have to sell-off their seats and each year they get
closer to accomplishing this by putting put on some great deals
to encourage early bookings. With more and more travellers
wanting to experience the all inclusive and a higher trend in wedding and
family groups blocking space, we expect that those waiting for a sell-off will be
disappointed. My advice is that if you see a great value package, take it.”

“So many of our clients come to us for destination weddings,
group reunions or family excursions. Groups are tricky and
honestly, you don’t need the stress. Booking early is essential to
ensure you and your group get what you want. We can help you
plan, book, arrange and take care of the details on your behalf.
If it’s a wedding for you, we’ll even print your destination
wedding invitations. We can help you choose the right resort to
everyone’s liking. ”

*Margaret Hurley, Manager, CWT Harvey’s Travel Grand Falls-Windsor

*Judy Jenkins, LeGrow’s Travel Gander

”Varadero and Punta Cana are both excellent destinations with a
range of resorts for singles and couples. They are also great for
families, with plenty of activities for all ages. Varadero and Punta
Cana are popular destinations for weddings, honeymoons,
family vacations, you name it. Both destinations are not age
specific so they readily welcome both young and young at
heart.”

“Whether it’s a wedding, anniversary or trip with friends, organizing group travel
is a major undertaking and responsibility. It’s a responsibility you should
delegate to your travel agent. We help plan, arrange, coordinate and ensure all
the details are taken care of so you can enjoy a superb vacation, without all the
time-consuming work.”

*Bonnie Veitch, LeGrow’s Travel Clarenville
“As always, travel with a positive attitude. Patience and a spirit of adventure will
carry you through any experience.”

*Goldie Frye, Manager, CWT Harvey’s Travel Gander

*Suzanne Jacobs, LeGrow’s Travel Lewisporte

“I’ve had the experience of a destination wedding down south
and these have become quite the trend for Canadian's over the
past few years. Cuba is a great choice if you’re considering a
Caribbean wedding because only a valid passport and birth
certificate is required. The entire process is both worry-free and
affordable. For those couples who are trying to decide where to
tie the knot, why not have the wedding at home and the
honeymoon in Cuba? What could be better than sand, sun and
surf?

Office Locations
Grand Falls-Windsor
Exploits Valley Mall
Phone: 489-2710
Email: 72@legrowstravel.ca
Gander
Gander Mall
Phone: 651-4666
Email: jjenkins@legrowstravel.ca
Clarenville
Random Square Mall
Phone: 466-2672
Email: dcaines@legrowstravel.ca
Lewisporte
Lewisporte Shopping Centre
Phone: 535-6650
Email: sjacobs@legrowstravel.ca

Office Locations
Gander
Fraser Mall
Phone: 651-2000
Email: htgander@harveystravel-cwt.com
Grand Falls-Windsor
28B Cromer Avenue
Phone: 489-5605
Email: htgrandfalls@harveystravel-cwt.com

*Kelly Tessier, Travel Consultant, CWT Harvey’s Travel Gander

Clarenville
292 Memorial Drive
Phone: 466-5824
Email: htclarenville@harveystravel-cwt.com

The Ringing Endorsement: Destination Weddings
As couples in the throes of romantic euphoria creep
toward their wedding day, many, both blind and drunk
with love, will make the disastrous mistake of choosing
to host a Newfoundland wedding. Bride and groom need be
warned. Do not have a Newfoundland wedding. The richer the
culture, the more rambunctious the wedding. Now I do embrace
an evening of cold plates, Dominion Ale, Put Me In Coach, the odd
bit of gunplay and women wearing my tie as a headband. But I did
fear the prospect of accommodating the 1,200 guests a rural
Newfoundland wedding attracts. I think strong family lineage is at
play with regard to the sheer size of the Newfoundland wedding. I
wouldn’t be surprised if old Paddy O’Leary of Knock, Ireland,
whose son first settled in Newfoundland not long after Johnny
Cabot, was excavated from the grave and propped up at the event
so as to omit no person of significance.
With this in mind, my wife and I agreed to a Caribbean wedding,
which was gravely disappointing to my dear grandmother who
said she was “no good for the heat.” As a gift (or punishment) she
provided a wedding cake, which contained more fruit than a
California grove and was as heavy as an anvil, resulting in a heavy
baggage penalty at the airport.
Anyway, we chose the Dominican Republic for the wedding. Our
guests included 26 assorted friends, family, hooligans, and
hangers-on. It is a witness to the type of people we had joining us
that more than half had to check with either 1) The EI office or 2)
the Department of Justice to see if they were legally entitled to
travel abroad. A few legal loose ends were tied into a convenient
half-hitch, and off we went. I was praying that we could get
through a week in the Caribbean with no arrests - legal, cardiac or
otherwise.
The Newfoundlander abroad becomes an ultra gung-ho version
of himself. If anything, it’s as if his culture and identity are under
threat, that his very Newfoundlandness may be diluted by foreign
exposure. As a result, he cranks it up a notch. All proud
Newfoundlanders share a belief that nothing, anywhere, is as
good as what Newfoundland has to offer.
Before the wedding as part of a hastily assembled Stag Party, we
went deep-sea fishing. One 40-ounce bottle of Dominican Rum
was procured to be shared between eight men, and a single can
of cola for mix. The Dominican rum is particularly hot and spicy. If
someone had lit a cigarette he would have turned the entirety of
the West Indies into ashes. Anyway, the captain aboard the boat
was a lucid dreadlocked gentleman who spent most of the time
stretched out at the wheel. The Caribbean sea was a soft alkaline
blue and the air held a warm, scented breeze. But our contingent
was growing unimpressed. After all, there’s only one coastal
Paradise, and that’s in Greenspond with the coast caked in
battycatters and a wind sharp enough to tear the grin off a lottery
winner.
“So you don’t get many icebergs here, I s’pose,” one of our party
says to the captain.
The captain raised an eyebrow from beneath his sunglasses.
“Icebergs? The only ice here is in our drinks.”
My colleagues exchanged knowing nods, confirming that
Newfoundland was indeed the best island in the galaxy.
“We gets tonnes of icebergs. Ten thousand years old. You should
come up some time, we’ll take you on ski-doo,” someone offered.
“Then we gets the Humpback whales blowin’ in the summer.”
The captain indicated the Dominican Republic also sees
humpback whales, as they were migratory.
“Not the same whales. Not Newfoundland whales,” someone
retorted, without providing an explanation, and seeming dour
about the whole affair.

Further debate was averted when the trawl hooked a huge,
thrashing marlin, the color of gunmetal, straight out of The Old
Man and the Sea. After it was landed, the group moaned that it
would have been better if a codfish had been hooked, as the
marlin would prove “an awful job to fillet.”
Once we docked, several of the party reiterated the invite to go
snowmobiling, the captain having never seen snow or a single
digit temperature. Imagine this poor fellow now, on the top of
Mount Peyton, with Vienna Sausages being passed around and
everyone froze up like a glacier.
I make it sound like this wedding week was an exercise in
marathon drunkenness. Which it was. But there was also the small
matter of the actual wedding. I was pried from a mid-day game of
soused volleyball to meet with the wedding planner, a lovely but
stoic and efficient German who spoke eleven languages and
seemed to be doing everything in her power to support a
cartoonish stereotype of Deutshland efficiency.
Married men will understand that the fiancée will seek your
opinion on a number of irrelevant planning points for the
wedding, from the font on the invitations to the color
coordination of wedding paraphernalia. Do not lunge for the
cheese in the trap; women have no interest in your true opinion,

CARIBBEAN GO GUIDE
Just because it’s all-inclusive doesn’t mean you have to drink and eat
yourself into oblivion.
Oﬀ-resort excursions are a great way to see the country. In Punta Cana, I
vote for the Sanoa Island catamaran tour. In Varadero, a tour of Havana,
the best city I’ve ever visited, the world over. Be careful not to cram your
itinerary with too many excursions. Make sure you have plenty of time to
sit on the beach with ten toes up in the sand.
Bring a few ziploc bags with you. One of the great things about the beach
in Punta Cana is that there are easily accessible pockets of coral. Grab a
few dinner rolls from the restaurant or buﬀet, stick them in the bag and
go snorkeling. When you dive down, tear oﬀ a few crumbs of bread and
you’ll be rewarded with a ﬂourish of color as the tropical ﬁsh come
swarming to eat. Never saw any sharks. Guess they don’t have a taste for
baguettes.
Don’t bring an expensive camera to the beach. Get a nice, high-res point
and click, preferably one that can shoot pictures underwater.
Coconut, while delicious, is a natural laxative. Gravol should be an
ever-present travel companion.
Try every activity at the resort: pool aerobics, yoga, horseback riding
(which left me near castrated), merengue lessons, volleyball, kayaking,
aquatic basket weaving (where available.) Vacations are about trying
something new, embrace it.
If you take care of your bartender or server, they’ll be sure and take care of
you. A generous tip goes a long way.
Get acclimated with a few trips to the tanning salon before you leave. Be
very vigilant about strong sunscreen, especially during mid-day. Last time
I went I got a merciless burn and looked like I was wearing a life preserver
the whole time.
A stainless steel travel mug ensures the bahamamas keep their
deliciousness.
For grooms, opt for a light cotton shirt and khakis. A suit is murder down
there.

they only want affirmation of
the brilliant selections they
have made. To that end,
there are only two suitable
answers to these questions:
1) Yes and 2) That color really
complements the (insert
wedding accessory here.)
The only thing I gathered
from the planning meeting
was that it would be on the
beach and we had booked some
sort of Tropical Trio package. Our
wedding planner refused to
congratulate us yet, saying it is
tradition in Germany that couples are
not congratulated until the nuptials are
actually confirmed. Perhaps she mistook my dazed look for fear
that I might get wet feet and swim to Belize, and freedom.
The wedding was held at noon, the same time the Dominican sun
is searing everything to a scrunchion. I made the mistake of
donning a suit and tie for the occasion, and immediately
commenced a terrible sweat that had the Best Man and Efficient
German scrambling to collect beach towels to mop my brow.
While I was labouring just to remain upright, the bride was led
down to the beach. She was elegant, poised and looked
spectacular. I should note that she was led out by the Tropical Trio,
which turned out to be three beaming Dominican musicians
strumming what I think was a Caribbean take on a Jimmy Buffet
song. One troubadour had a piece of duct tape on the body of his
guitar and several frayed strings. It was as awesome as it sounds.
Anyway, I didn’t melt, I didn’t swim for Belize and all ended well.
We signed some Spanish documents - which I hope weren’t for an
El Salvadoran timeshare - kissed, shook some hands and all the
men in the wedding party ran over to the Tropical Trio guitarist,
eager to see this new and innovative application of duct tape.
That’s my version of the Caribbean wedding, and everyone’s
experience differs. You can have a fun, low maintenance ceremony
or a sophisticated, elaborate dream event. There are some
inherent advantages in a Caribbean wedding. First off, you are
guaranteed a honeymoon. It’s also quite affordable (at least for
the couple) and the combination of your travel agent and the
resort’s wedding coordinator will take care of the heavy lifting
when it comes to planning and details. There is a trade-off given
that many potential guests, for a host of reasons, might not be
able to attend. However, this can be remedied by hosting a
post-wedding reception when you get home. Don’t be daunted
by the process or validity of a foreign wedding; it’s just a small
matter of a bit of extra paperwork.
I could wax poetic and fill page upon page with grandiose
description of the beauty, culture and experience of the
Caribbean. But I’ll keep it simple. When you get there, you’ll fast
recognize that this is the reason why you work. As the Dalai Lama
said in his Rules to Live By, “Once a year, go someplace you’ve
never been before.”
If you are one of those six Newfoundlanders who hasn’t holidayed
in the Dominican yet, do book a trip. If you’re planning a wedding,
give it some thought. If you do go, give my regards to the Tropical
Trio and the Efficient German if you see them. And one last travel
tip: bring your passport, your appetite for adventure and as many
fellow Newfoundlanders as you can summon. You’ll enjoy it all the
more.
Reg Wright is the Gander International Airport Authority’s Director
of Marketing and Communications. He hasn’t worn a suit on a
beach since.

The Air Canada Jazz team at Gander International Airport has sent millions of
passengers on their way to destinations great and small, near and far. They work
what can often be a very trying job, but it does come with a conciliatory perk: airline
employees are privileged to be able to get out and see the world. So when some free
time to travel rolls around, where do they go? We asked four employees at the local
Air Canada Gander station, Jill Butt, Brenda Forbes, France Gauthier-Aucoin and
Bryan Peddle, to tell us all about their favorite vacation destinations.

Anywhere Down South | Brenda Forbes

Banff, Alberta | Jill Butt
The Vibe: “Banff is an amazing place just about an hour’s drive from Calgary. The
scenery is wonderful and totally breathtaking. With mountains all around, you get
this sense that you are in a postcard. Banff is typical of the fairytale ski villages you
see in the movies.”
Where to Stay: I stayed at the Fairmont Banff Springs hotel. It’s an amazing place,
built back in the late 1800s. It’s very old, historic and majestic. With its design, stone
walls and candles lit throughout the lobby, it feels like a castle. Trust me, you are
treated like a king or queen when you stay there. If you want to be pampered, the
Banff Springs won’t disappoint. No matter what room you stay in, the whole place has this incredible view of
the Rocky Mountains.
Don’t Miss: Relax in the Banff Upper Hot Springs. It’s an amazing, soothing experience against a beautiful
outdoor backdrop. I don’t ski, but obviously the skiing is world class. I’m told the Banff Gondola trip provides
an amazing perspective. Unfortunately, I’m not good with heights and it’s 7,000 feet up.

Spoilt for choice: “I love the winter in the winter. I don’t like winter weather in
the summer. I have traveled to many places, but my favorite is going down
south. I enjoy the hot weather, sandy white beaches, food and great
accommodations. I can’t choose just one place because each country has its
own charms, even if they are a bit similar. My favorites have been Barbados,
Jamaica, Punta Cana in the Dominican Republic and the Mayan Riviera.
Don’t Miss: Harrison’s Cave in Barbados. You get into a train cart and go down
25,000 feet and look up and see all the fossils and stalactites ... it’s amazing. If
you go to Barbados it would be a shame not to see it. In Jamaica, it would be Dunn River Falls.
Seafood, Eat Food: I like their fish, especially the dolphin. Don’t get the wrong idea, it’s not an actual
dolphin like Flipper. It’s a different kind of warmwater fish available throughout the Caribbean. The red
snapper is very good as well.
Most Romantic in the Caribbean: Barbados.

Good Eating: For lunch at the hotel, I had the best cheese and chocolate fondue on the planet. The next day for
supper I had the steak. There’s something to be said for Alberta beef, it just melts in your mouth.
Cavort with the locals: I went for an outdoor hike and saw a few bighorn sheep. They looked a little threatening,
but they were friendly. There are wild animals everywhere ... you are as likely to see an elk or deer walking
around town as you are a dog.
Prolonging your stay: I only had a couple of days in Banff and certainly wish I had more time to spend there. If
you like winter activities, you can snowboard, cross country ski, skate on Lake Louise, dog sled, take a trip in a
horse-drawn sled, snowshoe, ice fish … whatever you want. Being right in
the Canadian Rockies in the heart of a national
park during winter is exhilarating.
On a budget: You don’t have to stay at high end digs
in Banff. There’s a pillow for every price range. They
have campsites, hostels, bed and breakfasts,
back country camping … whatever suits your
budget.

Best Beach in the Caribbean: Bavaro Beach in Punta
Cana, without a doubt. You can walk for miles and
it has the most gorgeous white sand.
Best Cultural Experience in the Caribbean: I’d have to
say Jamaica. They really make an effort to show
you how they live. They are friendly and eager to
share and explain their culture.
All About the All-Inclusive: All-inclusive resorts are
so convenient and affordable. I remember the
first time I went to an all-inclusive, I had to get used to everything being paid for in
advance. The resorts also have so many activities ... parasailing, kayaking, catamaran, games, massages
and the nightly shows celebrating local culture.
When to Go: The first two weeks of May are best, outside of both the rainy and hurricane seasons. We went
to the Dutch side of St. Martin in November of 1999 and got nailed by Hurricane Lenny. We had one nice
day there and then all hell broke loose. I met a guy there from New York who was about to close a deal on
a commercial property. The next day, the property was destroyed. All the cars were facing backward. It
was a disaster.

Essential Travel Tip: People go to Banff
year-round, but I’d suggest you go in the winter. I
went in April and the weather was sunny and
spectacular.”

Shopping: I really enjoy the small local shops where you can see wood carvings, paintings and the
wonderful bright-colored clothes.
Essential Travel Tip: Anybody going down south should stay out of the sun between noon and 2 pm,
period. That’s very important. Always travel with ample suntan lotion and aloe vera.”

Australia | France Gauthier-Aucoin
Getting there: “We went to Sydney and then up north to the Great Barrier Reef.

Getting to Australia requires a long flight but the experience is well worth it.
Finding Nemo: We flew from Sydney to Cairns near the Great Barrier Reef. Four

Mile Beach is beautiful - it’s right on the Coral Sea and the ocean is this beautiful
turquoise that lets you see right to the bottom. We took a boat tour and
snorkeled and I did see Nemo - he’s from Australia, remember. I emailed my
daughter Joelle and told her I saw Nemo and friends. If you’ve seen the movie,
he travels from his home in the Great Barrier Reef to Sydney. I also saw a small
reef shark but it was asleep at the bottom, so apparently there was no danger.

Mayan Riviera, Mexico | Bryan Peddle
Loving the Mayan: “I’ve been to Mexico four times since 1990, we always go to
the Mayan Riviera, an hour’s drive from Cancun, just south of the tip of the
Yucatan Peninsula. I’ve been to the Dominican, Cuba, Jamaica, Puerto Rico
and Barbados and I enjoy Mexico best. I love the food, the beach and I always
feel very safe there. A lot has been made of safety in Mexico but from what
I’ve seen most the danger is confined to the border towns.
Great Eats: The
Mexican food down
there is certainly different than what we have at
home. It’s fresh and authentic. When you get
guacamole, it’s real guacamole. They pick the
avocados that morning and mash them up. Same
for the salsa. I’m not a big margarita fan, so I stick
with the Corona, which is good, and Sol.

Communing with nature: We did a full day in the rain forest near Port Douglas. It was 31 degrees and very lush

and tropical where it’s near the Equator. If you go to Australia, make every effort to get up north to the
tropical region and the Great Barrier Reef. You won’t be disappointed.
Where To Stay: We stayed at Palm Villas in Port Douglas, it was a very small and intimate place, 20 rooms, a

beautiful pool and only $99 per night in the offseason. It was very comfortable and a great value.
Cavorting With Locals: I found the local people to be a lot like Newfoundlanders ... warm, friendly and outgoing.

I felt very safe in Sydney. We used the bus and subway to get around the city, which was perfect.
Food and Drink: I didn’t try the kangaroo ... it was on the menu in a couple of restaurants we went to but I didn’t

bother. The Australian wine is great, of course, and a real bargain.
Major Attractions: We went to the Sydney Opera
House and saw a live opera, which was amazing. I
had always wanted to see a live opera so to do
that at one of the most famous opera houses in
the world was a great experience. I also
went to the IMAX in Sydney ... they have
the biggest screen in the world so we saw
Avatar in 3D.
Essential Travel Tip: It’s not really relevant to
Australia so much, but if you are traveling
outside of Canada and the United States you
really should consider getting inoculated for
Hepatitis A and B. It’s not worth the risk.”

Don’t Miss: The Mayan ruins and Chichen Itza are a
major draw. It’s right in the jungle, you come into a
clearing to the pyramids. I’ve walked the steps to
the top of the pyramids before, but you’re not
allowed anymore, it’s been closed off. The most
famous structure is the El Castillo. It was built for astronomical purposes
during the Equinox. Very interesting. If you’re looking for something different, you can also
take a 30-minute ferry ride to either Cozumel or Isla Mejhures. We always take a catamaran tour as well.
Shopping and Bar Hopping: About five minutes walk from the resort, there’s a place called 5th Avenue. It’s like
George Street, but ten times as big. There are all kinds of bars, restaurants and shops; all cobblestone and no
motor traffic. There’s everything on that street ... Senor Frog’s, artists showing their paintings, pet stores ...
you name it. Fifth Avenue is the place to go.
Where to stay: We stay at Playa Del Carmen in the Mayan. I’ve stayed in Cancun, but it’s incredibly
commercialized, kind of like staying in New York City. We prefer the Mayan - it’s quieter. The further south you
go from Cancun, the more peaceful it gets.
Essential Souvenir: I don’t bring back souvenirs anymore. The Mexican silver is treasured and I’ve previously
brought back sombreros, but not anymore.
Getting There: One of the reasons I like Mexico is that it’s easy to get there with so many flights available. With
Air Canada, you can fly direct from Gander through Halifax, Toronto, Montreal or Ottawa in one day, which is
a big feature.
When to go: We always go in April, when the weather is warm and dependable. Incidentally, it’s the time
when the weather at home is usually the worst.

for details on these and other adventures from gander, visit www.aircanada.ca

Military aviation is the very reason Gander exists. YQX was born of military need
and plays an important strategic role even today. For over 70 years, through
the Second World War, through a Gulf War, through the Falklands. Kosovo
and Afghanistan, Gander has always played a part
in the global theatre of war.

SERVING THOSE WHO SERVE
For Dion Faulkner, General Manager of Allied Aviation, the airport’s ground handling firm, military and
commercial operations have slight differences, but they certainly receive equal treatment. This means that
military operations take priority and the service companies at Gander need to be flexible in accommodating
military transit stops, given that flying conditions, aircraft payload or mission requirements mean aircraft may
overfly.
“We provide a service where needed. We have worked very hard to instill a culture of readiness in our ground
team that reflects the military’s core values of efficiency, time sensitivity and professionalism,” Mr. Faulkner said.
“That means being flexible with contingency planning and maintaining a close working relationship with
military pilots and planners.”
Mike Kennedy, Allied Aviation’s Management Supervisor, has worked tens of thousands of military aircraft and
understands the nuances of serving greytails.
“The most important thing is the provision of VIP standard operational service. I get the sense in talking to crews
that there are many places in the world where military operations take second fiddle to other aircraft. This is not
the case at Gander. When the aircraft arrives, fuel trucks are waiting and ready to hook up. When the aircraft door
opens, we are waiting to provide their flight package and ground services. For those crews staying overnight,
they can clear customs and be checked into the hotel 15 minutes after the aircraft is chocked. We make it our
mission that military aircraft should never, ever wait for service. When you are flying long missions, every minute
waiting on the ramp for service seems like an hour. Their job is difficult enough without indifferent or
lackadaisical service.”

On a brisk fall morning, a United States Air Force C17 eases over the treetops to land at Gander
International Airport. It’s a common sight in Gander, where the airport accommodates about a thousand
military aircraft annually.
While it might seem strange to the casual onlooker that a small community on an island province in eastern
Canada would accommodate such traffic, it is by no means an accident. Gander was purpose-built for
transatlantic aviation; a role it has played for over 70 years.
The site for Gander Airport was selected as the best possible North American location to facilitate transatlantic
flight. Beginning in June of 1936, workers - many of whom had never seen an airplane - constructed what was,
at the time, the largest airport in the world. By 1938, the then “Newfoundland Airport” was still too new to
appear on maps and when war erupted in Europe, Gander was quickly shrouded in secrecy as a a strategic Allied
air base.
Gander became the main staging point for the movement of more than 20,000 North American built bombers
to Europe during the Battle of Britain. At the height of wartime operations, as many as 15,000 British, Canadian
and American servicemen lived and worked in crowded barracks and more than 20 hangars surrounding the
four huge runways. It was also a base for anti-submarine patrols covering the Northwest Atlantic and at least one
U-Boat was destroyed by an aircraft from Gander.
Business boomed following the onset of mass commercial flight after World War II. Throughout the Jet Age of the
‘50s and ‘60s, virtually every transatlantic flight required a refueling stop at Gander. While most commercial
traffic trended toward long range aircraft, military aircraft technical stops remain a core part of Gander’s
operations today, explains airport President and CEO Gary Vey.
“Gander is inextricably connected to the military, historically, culturally and economically,” he said. “It’s an
extremely important part of what we do. Military personnel have the toughest jobs in the world. Our job here at
Gander is to fulfill our part, however small, to contribute to the success of their mission.”
While the lion’s share of military traffic at Gander is from the United States, the airport also accommodates
military aircraft from Germany, Netherlands, Norway, the United Kingdom, Saudi Arabia, India, Mexico,
Poland and others.
“If a nation has an air force, we have seen them at one point or another, be it on a training mission, en route to
an area of conflict or providing humanitarian support,” Mr . Vey said.

Those airport workers
who get an opportunity
to work with USAF crews
always relish the arrival of
grey planes.
“We love to see them
coming and hate to see
them leave,” admits Joy
Murray, shift manager
with Allied. “But it’s never
lost on us that it’s no
picnic – these men and women are often flying to areas of hostility. A fuel stop at Gander is just a short break
from the rigors of the mission. “
Everyone who serves military personnel at Gander recognizes there’s a bit of an added impetus to ensure their
comfort and efficiency of their operation given the magnitude of the job, the time military personnel spend
away from their families and the inherent risks involved. Late last year, a young private was being medevaced
from Afghanistan. He had lost three limbs in a mine explosion and his condition was fast deteriorating. A
decision was made that the aircraft stop at Gander where the private would receive emergency surgery. Allied’s
Shauna Matthews volunteered to spend the night at the hospital where he received treatment.
”It was a matter of life and death for him and he was all alone thousands of miles away from his family. All I could
think about was his mother and how her heart was aching not being able to be there. I spent most of the night
in the waiting room wringing my hands. At the least, someone had to be there with him,” Mrs. Matthews said.
Thanks to the work of medical professionals at JPMH, the young private’s condition was stabilized. He’s home
now, on the long road to recovery.
War is perpetual and never pretty. Lives are lost in the service of a nation by people prepared to make the
ultimate sacrifice. There has always been an uncomfortable internal struggle with people at the airport who see
a surge in business during times of armed conflict.
“I think that weighs on us a bit sometimes,” Mr. Vey admits. “But you know, if a war is to be fought, and we are
asked to assist, so be it. The war effort is truly borderless, we all align beneath the same flag in matters of freedom
and democracy. A key role for our airport is to provide an efficient, secure transit and staging point for military
operations. When we’re needed, we’ll be there to the best of our capacity.”

While the airport does not see many Canadian military aircraft in transit, the presence and importance of CFB 9
Wing Gander’s is indisputable.
“We are a joint civilian-military airport. I don’t need to tell anyone how important it is that CFB 9 Wing Gander is
located here. We are very encouraged that the federal government has seen fit to make a major investment in
the future of the base.”
When you tally fuel sales, catering, accommodations and ground handling services, military activity at Gander
generates almost $50 million a year in revenue for the community and region, Mr. Vey said.

Our location on the sweet spot of the Great Circle Route between Europe
and the Americas.
Our big runways, ample aprons and remote parking for dangerous cargo.
Our fast turns for urgent missions. Outsize aircraft can be fully-serviced and
refueled in as little as 45 minutes, all with our famous friendly service.
What the region did on 9-11.
Our 2,000 square foot Crew Lounge with business centre, home-theatre,
pool table, shuﬄeboard, foosball, state-of-the-art massage chair,
complementary snacks, private snooze rooms and gaming consoles.

USAF’ crew Joseph Gustafson clowns
around with Commander Gander
during a fuel stop at YQX.

The availability of hot showers at the airport is a plus when you’re coming back from the desert.
Great deals on Crown Royal at the Weston’s Duty Free shop.
For US troops on westbound rotations, Gander means they are almost home, sweet home.
Louisgees Pizza. Military personnel - even four star Generals - share locals’ love for the legendary fully-loaded,
no-holds-barred Weegees slice. Also fans of the “moosemilk” ice-cream.
Our pimped out, fully loaded , leather interior 2010 Toyota Siena crew courtesy vehicle, complete with DVD players
and GPS for adventuring throughout Central Newfoundland.

Who plans where Gander Airport goes? At day’s end, it’s all in the
hands and minds of a community-appointed Board of Directors

IT’s day two of the Gander International Airport Authority’s annual strategic planning session in
Grand Falls-Windsor. Like most corporate retreats, there’s some prolonged discussions, a marked-up
flipchart and the eternal red eye of the coffee pot light.
Anyone who has attended such events recognizes they can be long and onerous but ultimately a venue
to bring sharp focus to a business’ strengths, challenges, outlook and direction. Over those two days,
the airport authority board scrutinizes and fine-tunes its plans for 2011, with discussion points ranging
from changes in the regulatory operating environment to getting a better return on the airport’s
investments.
“Ladies and gentlemen, that brings matters to a close,” says GIAA Chairperson Fred Moffitt. “I’d like to
thank our management and directors for what I believe was a very productive couple of days. I do
believe that we have set the broad direction for the New Year, with plenty of work and opportunity
before us.”
With that, the board disperses and many begin the drive home to salvage what’s left of their weekend.
The Gander International Airport Authority’s Board of Directors may be the spine of the organization,
but its work, purpose and very existence is little known to many in the community.
“When Transport Canada began divesting airports and handing them over to local community groups
to run back in the ‘90s, they established a requirement that the community be engaged in managing
what are truly community assets,” explains airport President and CEO Gary Vey. “The end result is that
every airport in Canada operates under a board of directors. We have a 13-member board of directors
and that is what ensures the region has a voice in how we run the airport.”
But what does the airport authority board actually do?
“Let me borrow a nautical analogy,” Mr. Moffitt says. “The board basically charts the course of the ship.
The CEO is the skipper; he provides the operational direction and our staff and managers are the crew.
It’s not the board’s job to be involved in the day-to-day operation of the airport. Good boards
understand and respect the governance model, that they direct and guide, not implement. We have a
board comprised of people who are very much doers and action people, but we can’t be up at the
airport sweeping the terminal floor, plowing runways and marshalling aircraft on the ramp. That’s not
our role. We are an advisory board, not an operating board. Our role is to understand the big picture
and provide direction and feedback accordingly.”

The Gander International Airport Authority Board of Directors. Back, from left: Fred Moffitt,
Bob Downey and Frank Tibbo. Bottom, from left: Arthur Elliott, Bob Daye, Sandra Kelly, Barry
Thomson, George Innes and Don Farrell. Missing from photo: Bill Jones.

By design, the board is structured to ensure the best possible representation from the region it serves.
Stakeholder groups like chambers of commerce, municipalities and both the provincial and federal
governments submit nominations for directors for board approval. The board also appoints three
directors itself.

town limits. Directors from outside of Gander always have their finger on the pulse of their
communities and also serve as airport ambassadors. We have had directors like Al Hawkins, who has
gone on to become the Mayor of Grand Falls-Windsor, or Don Manuel and Bob Wilton from Lewisporte,
who gave a great service to the airport. Today, we have some very strong directors from around Central
Newfoundland, with Bill Jones from New-Wes-Valley, Bob Daye from Grand Falls-Windsor, George Innes
from Happy Adventure and Rev. Art Elliott from Lewisporte. The glaring omission is that we don’t have a
representative from the Coast of Bays right now and are hoping to see that remedied.”

“Our board draws on a wide range of experience, and provides an environment where ideas, outlooks
and criticism are both welcome and encouraged to ensure the job gets done,” Mr. Vey says.

The board meets monthly and each director also serves on a subcommittee, either Safety/Environment,
Governance, Executive or Finance.

There are certain skill sets every airport covets and tries to ensure are held within the collective board:
engineering/project management, finance and legal being the key ones.

“Make no mistake, it’s work,” Mr. Moffitt admits. “When I assumed the role of chair, I spoke to my
predecessors Terry Parsons and Donna Rideout and knew full well this was not about attending
conferences, ribbon cuttings and tea parties. Our board often has to make very difficult decisions in the
best interests of the airport. So there is a high level of accountability that comes with being a director,
but there is plenty of enjoyment to be had along the way. At day’s end, I think I speak for the entire
board when I say that serving our airport is a noble cause. It’s a privilege to be able to contribute the
best we can to a crucial regional asset.”

“Beyond that, anyone with an open mind, a passion for the task at hand and some business savvy has
plenty to contribute,” Mr. Moffitt adds. “A good board needs a range of opinions, experiences and
perspectives to work well. The airport is a regional facility, it belongs to all Central Newfoundland
residents. So it’s important that we have good representation on our board from outside of Gander’s

BOARD PROFILES
Bob Daye

Rev. Arthur Elliott

Bob Downey

Sandra Kelly

Frank Tibbo

Hometown: Grand Falls-Windsor
Nominated by: Exploits Valley
Chamber of Commerce
Occupation: Electrical Engineer
and Supervisor with
Newfoundland Power
Brings to the board: Engineering
pedigree is essential to an airport;
especially in terms of capital
works projects
Other Pursuits: When he’s not
working or volunteering with a
number of civic organizations, Mr.
Daye enjoys sailing in Notre
Dame Bay (he’s the Rear
Commodore of the Lewisporte
Yacht Club)

Hometown: Lewisporte
Nominated by: Lewisporte and
Area Chamber of Commerce
Occupation: Former principal,
coal salvager, restaurant cashier
and prison guard before
becoming an Ordained Minister
in the United Church of Canada
Brings to the board: Rev. Elliott
is a community leader in every
sense of the word
Other Pursuits: Born in Botwood
but loves “all things Twillingate”
and spends as much time there as
he can
Little known fact: He was
appointed principal at Durrell
Academy at the ripe old age of 15

Hometown: Gander
Nominated by: GIAA
Occupation: After 35 years in the
finance sector, he retired as the
Royal Bank of Canada’s Gander
branch manager in 2001
Brings to the board: His vast
expertise in finance serves the
board well, Mr. Downey sits on
the GIAA’s Finance Committee
Other Stuff: Avid golfer; travels
extensively with his wife Donna

Hometown: Gander
Nominated by: Town of Gander
Occupation: A nurse by
profession, Ms. Kelly went on to
become Mayor of Gander, district
Member of the House of
Assembly and held three
provincial ministerial posts;
retired from politics in 2003
Brings to the board: Can address
tourism and economic
development from a high level;
chairs the airport’s Environmental
Committee
Other pursuits: Travels, skis,
golfs, fishes, gardens, picks
berries and enjoys spending time
with her three grandchildren,
Tayla, Kael and Isabel

Hometown: Gander
Nominated by: Town of Gander
Occupation: Former air traffic
controller, pilot and flight
instructor; renowned aviation
historian, author and columnist
Brings to the board: Can provide
insight on all things aviation from
a flight planning or pilot’s
perspective; recognized as
Gander’s unofficial curator of
aviation history
Escape artist: In 1967, with all
Newfoundland airports closed
due to fog, he landed an aircraft
on the Trans Canada Highway
without injury or damage

George Innes

Bill Jones

Barry Thomson

Don Farrell

Fred Moffitt

Hometown: Happy Adventure
Nominated by: Federal
Government
Occupation: Spent 34 years in
the telecommunications field
with Canadian Marconi and
Newfoundland Telephone in
various management positions
Brings to the board: Besides his
management skills, has spent
many years as a volunteer
executive at regional, provincial
and national levels in cultural and
sports organisations
Other: Past-President of the
Eastport Peninsula Heritage
Society; served 16 years with the
Canadian Soccer Association
Roots: Born in Aberdeen,
Scotland, Mr. Innes received his
Canadian citizenship in 1965

Hometown: New-Wes-Valley
Nominated by: Town of
New-Wes-Valley
Occupation: Retired educator
and school board administrator;
was also an insurance agent for
25 years
Brings to the board: Provides a
vital regional perspective on
tourism and community
development
Other Pursuits: Active volunteer
on a regional and provincial level
in economic development,
tourism, culture and education
Other Stuff: Has a passion for
travel and outdoor activities;
enjoys time at the cottage in
Indian Bay

Hometown: Gander
Nominated by: Town of Gander
Occupation: Professional
engineer; currently President and
CEO of CECON Ltd., a provincial
leader in the planning, design
and supervision of municipal
engineering projects, marine
facilities and buildings
Brings to the board: Mr.
Thomson has been involved in
the design and management of
tens of millions of dollars of
projects of all scope, from
environmental to municipal

Hometown: Gander
Nominated by: Gander and Area
Chamber of Commerce
Occupation: Chartered
Accountant; Mr. Farrell is a
partner at Walters Hoffe
Brings to the board: Mr. Farrell
has over 30 years experience in
accounting with an accent on
taxation, valuation, auditing and
business advisory service, a skill
set that serves the airport
authority well; sit on the
authority’s finance committee

Hometown: Gander
Nominated by: GIAA
Occupation: Retired
businessman; former Royal Air
Force navigator and detachment
commander
Brings to the board: Provides
both business acumen and an
airman’s perspective to the board;
as chairman, he is called on to
lead board meetings and is
deeply engaged in airport affairs
at the highest level
Roots: Born in Newcastle upon
Tyne, England, he made Gander
his permanent home in 1990; avid
Newcastle United supporter

At YQX, it’s all about T-E-A-M
As we usher 2010 off into the annals of history, I’m pleased to

reflect on a good year for Gander International Airport. All things
considered, we have enjoyed a strong year given the world’s
economy is still clawing itself out of a recession.
Our final figures won’t trickle in for a few months, but I can say
2010 was a success, and make no mistake about it: that success
was the product of teamwork. It was the sum of a thousand drops
of sweat that pooled into great customer service. It was about
workers who turned up every day and did a job, however big or
small, to the best of their ability. It was about the vendors and
support agencies that rendered their best standard of service to
our customers.
The airport authority runs the airport. We ensure the lights are on,
the runway is clear and the operating environment is safe. The
airport authority employs a multi-skilled, experienced team of
operational professionals who record little wins every day in a
trying operating environment and often with modest resources.
However, there are plenty of things the airport authority doesn’t
do. We don’t fuel aircraft. We don’t clear passengers through
customs. We don’t provide scheduled air service. We don’t handle
air traffic control. We don’t prepare in-flight catering and meals.
We don’t load checked baggage. We don’t repair sick aircraft.
These crucial duties fall to our airport partners. The airport is
entirely dependent on a wide range of independent bodies and
companies to provide essential services to our customers and
traveling public. We are very fortunate to have partners who have
earned our confidence through the years. Partners who can be
counted on to do the right thing, even when no one is watching.
Partners who conduct their operations with fairness, integrity and
an accent on quality.
My professional career has taken me to every continent in the
world and put me in the company of many aviation professionals.
When they talk about Gander, I hear a consistent message. One,
they say it’s cold, which is true and irrefutable. But the greater

point that they make is the standard of service provided at
Gander is exceptional. The service is professional, provided in an
expedient manner and all delivered with a generous sprinkling of
our famed Newfoundland hospitality. They might inquire about
the Flyer’s Club or ask about 9-11 or talk about our mountainous
snow, but if they are a player in aviation, they know Gander. They
know our history. Most importantly, they know about our service.
Through the lens of our customers’ eyes, Gander is clear: cold
weather, warm hospitality, great service. That’s brand equity. It’s
been earned and cultivated over 70 years through attention to
detail, by doing small things consistently well, by going an extra
mile, every aircraft, every day, without exception.
So Gander’s success is very much a team success. On the other
hand, Gander’s failures are collective failures. If the customer
experience at Gander is unfavorable, if they feel they paid too
much for a taxi or the coffee is tepid or the airport infrastructure is
dilapidated, it’s a Gander problem. An international customer
does not differentiate between the airport authority and its
service providers. We are all Gander … from the chicken wings at
the bar to the fuel provision on the ramp. We succeed – and fail –
together.
I write this shortly after watching my beloved Newcastle United
get absolutely dismantled 4-0 by Bolton in English Premier
League soccer action. Sporting analogies always provide great
fodder for running a business because the values sport
champions – harmony, trust, preparation, effort and resilience –
are requisite virtues for a profitable enterprise. On this day at St.
James Park, Newcastle’s defenders could not trust the midfielders
to track back and defend. The forwards refused to wait for
midfielders for support and began desperately launching errant
40-yard strikes on goal. Some players decided to put the team on
their back and go it alone. It failed. The entire game plan
unraveled under pressure and division.
The US Marine Corps slogan is “semper fi”, essentially Latin for
“always faithful.” While the marines may have popularized it, its
use dates back to Medieval Europe. Its concept, that the sacrifice
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Outstanding Acts of Green
Many of the airport tenants have become very active in greening
their own workplaces, Mr. Dalton added.
“Since NavCanada launched its 3-Green Approach and the GIAA
launched its carbon neutral program, the tower has been right on
board in doing something for the environment,” explained Tom
Healey, the tower’s Green Champion. “From a company point of
view, we have now gone almost entirely electronic when it comes to
flight data strips that hold information concerning aircraft. This has
resulted in boxes and boxes of paper strips being saved with each
box containing about 25 pounds of paper.”
The tower also introduced a battery disposal program to keep used
batteries out of the landfill and uses rechargeable batteries in much
of its equipment. They have assisted the airport in controlling costs
and energy consumption by reducing airfield lighting when it isn’t
required. The tower has also committed to recycling all its paper
and faxes and uses reusable coffee cups, organic coffee filters and
earth-friendly dish detergent.
“These are just a few of the things we do at the tower to ensure the
future of our children doesn't involve cleaning up our mess,” Mr.
Healey said.

Success to date has been very much about the small things,
explained Mr. Dalton, who is also the airport’s Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer.

Briggs Aero has also focused on managing its energy consumption,
explained Corey Smith. In two short years, the aircraft maintenance
and repair provider has managed a 56% reduction in average daily
kilowatt hours.

“We didn’t go out and buy a Prius or run our entire operation on
birch sap,” he laughs. “We took very small steps to modify how we
work. People turned off lights, ramped up their recycling and
monitored their energy use. We’ve reduced paper consumption,
created a procurement policy that gives preference to green
vendors, cut down electricity use, created anti-idling zones and
tried to modernize our energy system where we can. The result is
that, as an airport community, we significantly reduced our carbon
emissions in a few short years.”

“Rooms that are used 10% of the time do not need to be heated to
70 degrees 100% of the time,” Mr. Smith said. “Air compressors use a
lot of electricity so we turn them on when air is needed as opposed
to being turned on as a part of a morning ritual. If a lunchroom is
used for an hour a day, why leave the lights on for eight hours? We
also invested in motion sensor lighting for our building exterior as
well as tankless water heaters, which provide hot water on demand
only when the water tap is open, using energy to heat the water
only when needed.”

A major challenge remains the emissions and cost of the 400,000
litres of heating fuel the airport consumes a year.

The employees at Gander International Airport have become
engaged in the process. The airport’s operational Green Committee
includes firefighter Steve Johnson, Field Foreman Dan Byrne, Lonz
Burry of the mechanical shop and Brian Hicks, Director of Safety and
Airside Operations.
“We asked our staff the question: how can we get to a lean, green
operation that saves money and reduces emissions?” Dalton

A former Royal Air Force navigator and
detachment manager, Fred Moffitt has
logged over 10,000 flight hours and landed at
hundreds of airports the world over. He is also
Chairperson of the Gander International
Airport Authority.

A basic upgrade of lighting on the airport’s international side has
reduced electrical usage by 168,000 kwh and saved $17,000
annually.

The airport has already achieved a 16% reduction since
implementing its Green Plan. Its work to date was recently honored
by the Gander and Area Chamber of Commerce, which bestowed
the airport with the Environmental Award at its recent Business
Awards.

Airport staff champion efficiencies

At Gander, we are a loosely
knit team operating under a tightly
woven flag at Gander. It’s not just the airport vendors and
agencies who contribute. We are fortunate to enjoy productive
working relationships and support from local chambers,
municipalities, industry organizations and others. We are
inextricably connected to the region we serve and it cannot be
any other way. The reason the community took operating
ownership of the airport from the federal government was not to
serve an individual agenda or interest. The community wanted to
ensure it had an airport to provide an essential service, maintain
jobs and drive the local economy. We arrived on this course of
action collectively. We agreed – as a region – that it was infinitely
better to take control and try to create a future, not await it. We
chose a course together, and we will work together to get there as a team. And in teamwork, trust, bold direction and hard work,
we’ll continue to score victories, big and small.

give us better control of motor starts and stops, air mixtures and so
on. We are hoping for a 10% reduction in energy costs resulting in a
one year payback for the investment.”
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explains. “They have been asked to do more with less, embrace new
skills and create efficiencies. As the spine of the airport operation,
they are closest to where waste can occur and can determine how it
might be eliminated. They had plenty of great suggestions and
quickly established a plan.”

Allied Aviation changed an old practice of circulating flight
schedules around the airport by fax. By moving to email, they
reduced paper consumption by almost a thousand sheets of paper
a year and cut out a tonne of emissions, while improving
communication.

The plan included ensuring the sweeper unit is shut off when
snowplows are not in use and establishing a separate bin for
cardboard recycling. Staff installed efficient LED lighting on Taxi D,
with hopes this will save 3,000 kilowatts of electricity a year. The
dated HVAC control system is being retired in favor of a new
state-of-the-art digital system. Mr. Burry explained that “this will

“Everyone is doing their little bit to green Gander Airport” Mr.
Dalton noted. “When we committed to carbon-neutral growth and
a carbon-free future, we understood that there was nothing bigger
than the little things.”

Like so many at the airport , you work shifts ...
Shift work definitely has an impact on your life. The older you get,
the harder working the night shift becomes. It definitely has an
impact on the friends you keep and your social life.
What do you do in your spare time?
What spare time? I spend the majority of my days off either
teaching or auditing construction companies. I do not plan
anything for any of the weekends I‘m off as my son’s hockey
schedule takes care of that. I still spend a lot of time at the
stadium, mostly involved with the teams as the trainer. This year
it’s the Gander Collegiate Concordes and most likely the midget
all-star team for the Easter tournament. I usually get involved
with the first aid/medical organization of major hockey
tournaments and sporting events. During the summer months,
you can find me in boat, on motorcycle or at the cabin.

Emergency situations demand experienced, composed minds.
When crisis arises, it’s good to have a guy like Gary Tuff with over
30 years in airport emergency response.
Born in Corner Brook, his family moved to Glovertown in the
summer of 1968. After high school, he attended the College of
the North Atlantic and then Memorial University to complete a
Business Administration Certificate. He began work with the
airport in the finance department, but moved to the fire hall a
year later. He has been a linchpin in the airport’s emergency
response operation since then.

Do you have any hidden talents?
I used to play the guitar, but don’t have much time for that lately;
hopefully I’ll get back at it someday.

Gary and wife Carmel Morris have four children. His oldest
daughter Tanya works with NavCanada Flight Services and oldest
son David with ATC. Son Andrew is attending the Marine Institute
studying to be Remotely Operated Vehicle pilot/technician and
youngest son Douglas is in Level II at Gander Collegiate.

The best vacation you’ve ever taken?
It would have to be an Alaskan cruise that I took with my wife and
two other couples. I also enjoy traveling at home by boat or
motorcycle. Seeing the island from the ocean and stopping in to
explore all the little communities, nooks and crannies puts this
great place in a different perspective.

Mr. Tuff answered our questions on training, forbidden Leonard
Cohen albums and driving the big truck.
Q: What does being a firefighter at an international
airport involve?
GT: Being prepared for the worst is always in the back of your
mind. So you try to stay physically and mentally fit by doing
regular, ongoing training.
How did you end up making the leap from finance to
firefighter?
I was laid off at a dealership here in town and got a term position
at the airport. The fire hall job came open and I thought that it
would be a great chance for me to get out from behind the desk.
You’ve been through some serious events at YQX. What’s
the key to emergency response?
The key is knowing your resources, calling on them early and

Where’s your dream vacation?
My hope is to visit either Europe or Australia in the next three
years.

understanding your limitations. Continuous training and
retraining is crucial.
Speaking of training, you’ve been teaching safety and
first aid for a long time.
I did my initial First Aid course in 1983, then did the St. John
Ambulance Instructor’s course the next year. In 1997, I started
training with Newfoundland and Labrador Construction Safety
Association to provide safety training and auditing services for
the construction industry in Central Newfoundland. I still do First
Aid training for business and the general public today.
Any memorable times or events for you at YQX?
There are two for me – the Arrow Air crash in 1985 and 9/11 – I
worked both of them during the critical periods of each event.

What’s in your CD player right now?
Leonard Cohen is in my truck right now because I am not allowed
to listen to it in the house. My CD player at home has mostly folk
music and music from the ‘70s.
Does driving the fire truck ever lose its novelty? The kids
want to know.
After 28 years of driving various crash fire trucks, it’s just part of
the job for me. Personally, I do not see it as a novelty anymore,
but you’re right, every kid that comes to the fire hall for a tour
loves the trucks and the big tires.
What’s the best advice you were given?
There is something new to learn every day of your life. Pay
attention to it.

In this industry, safety, professionalism and on time performance
are everything. And I do mean everything.
There are always urban legends around certain foreign carriers
at Gander, like the aircraft that aligned with the town’s street
lights thinking it was the runway during poor visibility and prior
to today’s sophisticated navigation equipment. Some are true,
some aren’t. I saw one instance where the crew misjudged the
clearance between the wing tip and building approaching Pit 32
and tore the outer portion of its wing off on the side of the
airport. I’ve got a photo of it.

My father was a ramp attendant with Allied Aviation for
36 years. Growing up in Gander, I always had a fascination
with aviation and listening to my dad’s stories about work.
He tells me he used to come to work for an eight-hour shift at the
old airport and they’d service 75 planes. He said you’d be running
from one plane to the next doing a job, and look up to see aircraft
circling waiting for their time to land.

I was reflecting the other day that my work has taken me to
places I’d never have gotten to otherwise - Ulyanovsk, Russia;
Nicaragua, Puerto Rico. Those are unique experiences not
everyone gets to see.

I started with Allied Aviation in May of 1988. I did a summer as a

At day’s end we would all rather be home with our family.
Ultimately, family comes first. Work travel commitments can place
a very heavy burden on a family. Being away from your family is
difficult, especially with two boys who are ten and six and a
spouse who is a shift worker.

ramp attendant, the following summer I moved into flight
dispatch and I continued there for seven years. I became part of
management when the company restructured.

We had a lot of scheduled flight activity back then. We had

The clam chowder I had in San Francisco was world class. The best

Aeroflot, Cubana and Interflug accounting for hundreds of flights
a week. There would be busy periods in sync with eastbound and
westbound traffic flows; mid-afternoon and again late evening
would be the peak periods with 15 to 20 international aircraft
being serviced in an eight hour period.

steak in the world is at Caesar’s in Calgary. If you are looking for
fast food done right, try the In and Out Burger in California or Las
Vegas. It’s amazing the difference fresh ingredients make.

The best drink I ever had was a mojito at a bar across from the

Allied started in Gander

back in 1948. The company originally
started in New York and saw a need for a company in Gander to
represent the airlines. Basically, Allied came to Gander to provide
a service where the airlines were providing their own. Each airline
had its own support staff in Gander. A pool of airlines contracted
Allied to represent the carrier locally and provide its service
requirements. Over sixty years later we continue to offer a wide
array of aviation services in Gander.

Saudi Arabian Embassy in central London. It took the bartender,
an older gentleman, about 30 minutes to make it as he carefully
ground the mint leaves and sugar with a pestle. It was well worth
the wait.

The dirtiest job for a ramp attendant is the lavatory service. It’s

Sydney, Toronto, Montreal and our newest location in Prince
George, B.C. We operate at 24 major airports across North
America and pump six billion gallons of jet fuel annually to almost
2 million aircraft. We are aggressively expanding into Central
America as well.

Always position yourself upwind when doing lav service.

Aviation used to be a very prestigious career in the early years.
The industry was very profitable and very fun. You may have seen
the Steven Spielberg film Catch Me If You Can starring Leonardo Di
Caprio. That movie perfectly captured the glamour, prestige and
romance of aviation at the time. The airlines were making good
money, the food was lavish, the liquor flowed freely.

I think it’s critical to understand every aspect of your operation

Today, everything is low cost. Everyone is trying to shave

A Ramp Attendant provides the physical services to the aircraft -

The most important part of a business is its people. In Gander, it’s

In Canada, Allied also has operations in Deer Lake, Wabush,

usually done above your head on the belly of the aircraft. If done
properly, you minimize the risk, if you know what I mean. Most
everyone that provides a lavatory service has had their moment.

as a manager.

baggage handling, positioning equipment, power, air starts,
aircraft grooming and deicing. It’s a labour intensive job and you
need to be reasonably physically fit.

the little things our staff does that a customer remembers - a
quick turn, an ice cream, a cup of coffee or a chat about local
fishing opportunities.

The physical aspect of baggage handling takes its toll on a

Most of us don’t have jobs that are rocket science. The difference

person over the years.

Packing a suitcase and packing an airplane are very similar. It’s
like putting together a puzzle. A common challenge with smaller
commuter aircraft is that they bulk out ... you physically use all
the cargo space before you reach the weight limit. It’s very
important that baggage is delicately packed so one piece of
baggage fits to the next. The luggage is segregated by
passenger’s destination, through nets or containers, so it can be
easily identified for transfer.

Carry an overnight bag. Arriving at your destination without
your luggage is a major inconvenience. At the least, people
should pack a carry-on bag with the essentials.

between a good worker and a great worker is that a great worker
cares deeply about what they do.

Time is critical. When international airlines stop at Gander for
fuel, the quicker we can turn the aircraft, the quicker it gets to its
destination. Our on time record is over 98 per cent. We keep very
diligent watch on that.

Airplanes don’t make money on the ground.

expenses. Ground is very competitive, especially with the difficult
times airlines have found themselves in the last few years.
Contractors are pushed especially hard to be more competitive,
which tightens our margins.

My two boys’ activities and sports take care of a lot of my free
time. I’m putting the finishing touches on our outdoor rink right
now. I do some hobby woodworking, I've taken to building lawn
furniture out of alders. I also do some snowmobiling, boating,
camping and motorcyling.

When I started with Allied, a well-respected gentleman who was
close to retirement told me to start planning for my own
retirement immediately. That's something I've always lived by.
After speaking with him twenty years ago, I've made a habit of
putting aside money for retirement. Pay yourself first, as they say.
Like Sam Walton said, there’s only one boss - the
customer.

I keep a thick folder of letters of thanks we’ve gotten from
customers around the world. They appreciate our track record in
terms of safety, our experience, our efficiency and our friendly
service. I’ve heard that consistently in my 20-odd years here.

unforgettable

you to fly to exciting faraway places. But we are also proud supporters
and shameless promoters of Central Newfoundland, a unique,
off-the-beaten path destination that’s wild, rugged, raw and
authentic.
The airport authority played a key role in founding Adventure Central
Newfoundland, the Destination Marketing Organization for the
region, by seeding the organization, providing pro bono office space
and remaining an active corporate sponsor and board director.
To choose some of the best Central has to offer, we delegated the task
to Adventure Central’s Marketing Coordinator Janice Goudie, an avid
outdoorswoman who relishes the wonderful job perk of exploring
Central’s vast inventory of coves, bays, tours, attractions and delights.
She protested that “there's’ so much to see and do here that I can only
scratch the surface” but did agree to provide a small sampling of her
favorites.
“When you live in a special place on an island on the cusp of the
continent, it‘s hard not to start everyday with a sense of wonder,” she
says. “Our backyards are amazing places to explore.”

nourish that

sweet tooth

1. Jam-jam ice cream at the
award-winning Growler’s gourmet
ice-cream emporium in Joe Batt’s Arm.
Epic.
2. Old Fashion Bread Pudding, 48 High,
Grand Falls-Windsor. A great offering at a
great restaurant.
3. Margaret’s Partridge Berry Jam Tart at
Nicole’s Café, Joe Batt’s Arm. Taste buds,
meet heaven.

star

fish dishes

1. Pan fried cod, Seven Oakes Island Inn, Change Islands.
If pan fried cod is an art, they are Picasso.
2. Cod au Gratin, Old Shoppe Restaurant, Newtown.
Great service and a cool throwback setting earn high
marks.
3. Fish Cakes, By The Sea Café, King’s Point. Fantastic and
the seaside location makes it all the better.
4. Three Cheese Baked Cod, Dockside Restaurant,
Botwood. The Dockside’s national reputation for culinary
brilliance is well-earned.
5. Stuffed Cod at Ches’s, Gander. The Ches’s name is legend in
Newfoundland, so is this dish.
6. You can’t beat the seafood chowder at Nicole’s Cafe on Fogo Island, but I
also give high marks to the seafood chowder at Weston’s at Gander Airport.
Only served on Fridays.
7. Dockside Dining at Doyle Sansome and Sons in Hillgrade is a great
place for the undisputed king of the sea, lobster. Pick your own with a
dipnet and relax dockside while it’s prepared. If lobster’s not your thing, try
their snow crab dinners, fish and chips or squid rings.
8. The cod puttanesca at Bistro on Roe in Gander. Ultra fresh, super
delicious.
9. Anything from the sea at Eastport’s Little Denier. They really know their
seafood.
10. For heartier fare, the squid rings at Fudge’s Restaurant in Triton.

GREAT EATERY

The Outport Museum and Tea Room in LaScie has been
repeatedly named one of the Best Places to Eat in Canada.
The servers wear traditional French Shore clothing and the
food is, without doubt, award-winning. Traditional
Newfoundland cuisine doesn’t come any better.

art and crafts
Women like crafts, guys. Sorry. There’s an immense pool of talent out there
in Central, but, for now, here are some of my favorites. Incidentally, my
birthday is coming up.

1. Alexander Murray Hiking Trail, King’s Point. Green Bay’s best reviewed
hike. Well maintained, with great views, waterfalls and a sprawling ocean
before you. The trail is so steep, there
are 2,200 built stairs. Thankfully, they
are not all facing up. While in the area,
check out the Rattling Brook falls trail
as well.
2. Turpin Trail, Tilting, Fogo Island. A
gorgeous 8 km hike. Stunted scrub
forest. Erratic boulders. The site of a
beheading. Roaming caribou. Brilliant.
3. Iron Skull Trail, Belleoram.
Two-hour hike to the summit puts you
1,100 feet over Fortune Bay. Nice
swimming hole at the Barachois along
the way.
4. Outport Trail. There are almost 20
great trails in Terra Nova National Park,
but the Outport Trail is both the
longest (almost 50 km return) and
most rewarding. Mud flats, former
settlements, back country camping sites. Take the 1.5 km diversion to
Mount Stamford at the top. Wave hello to the circling eagles.
5. The Old Trails. Salvage. Rugged, diverse and completely rewarding. Pick
a trail segment to suit your level.

At the Burgundy Squid Cafe and Craft Shoppe in Change Islands they
have the cutest rolled mats and fused glass designs. What I really love are
their colorful, brilliant woolen socks. The best vamps ever. They have an
online boutique, too. Visit www.stagesandstores.com

that's a
Here at Fly Gander we devote a lot of ink to encouraging

hikes

Central has the greatest number of maintained trails in Newfoundland,
everything from a leisurely seaside stroll to a calf-burning cliff climb. For
starters, I’d recommend:

paddling!

Some of Central’s best self-propelled
water adventures:
1. White water rafting, Rafting
Newfoundland, Exploits River. A great
full-day experience ranging from surging
moments of adrenaline to languid
drifting. Swim in the Badger Shoot. Blast
your travel companions with a water
cannon. Lunch on the rocks. Scream a bit.
If you’re making a night of it, stay at the swank Riverfront Chalets. Take a dip
in the hot tub. Enjoy.
2. Sea Kayaking with Ocean Quest in Terra Nova National Park. Newman’s
Sound is great for the beginner, especially easing your way through the
tickles. Greater and longer adventures also await.
3. Kayaking, Canoe Hill Adventures. Paul Langdon’s outfit is headquartered
in Laurencton. The Bay of Exploits is a special place. Paddle the waters once
traversed by Beothuks. See World War II fortifications. Visit the resettled
village of Exploits.

unique

photo ops

1. Giant Squid, Glover’s Harbour.
Terrifying pose. Even more terrifying to
think these creatures exist.
2. Cressie the Lake Monster, Robert’s
Arm. Makes Nessie look like an elusive
sissy. There are even seats on Cressie’s
back for better photo ops.
3. The Witch’s Foot, Joe Batt’s Arm. The
strangest “attraction” you’ll ever see. You won’t find it in any travel guides.
When you do see it, you’ll just laugh, bemused. My foot fit perfectly in the
witch’s, but I still can’t get a broom to fly - do you have to prime it? While in
that neck of the woods, check out architect Todd Saunders’ structural gem
of an artist’s residence. If you haven’t heard it yet, understand this: Fogo
Island is the next best big thing in Newfoundland tourism, and rightfully so.

romantic escapes
Every couple needs some quality time alone against a romantic backdrop. If
you’re looking for a couples getaway, I’m going to suggest:
The Riverwood Inn at Springdale.
Beautifully appointed rooms. Picnics
alongside the Indian River. Fires in the
evening. They know how to cultivate
romance and also the importance of
high thread-count duvets.
www.riverwoodinn.com
Nestled in a forested ocean cove in
Gambo, The Freshwater Inn is fertile ground to let love bloom. Spacious
rooms. Vaulted ceilings. Each room with its own veranda. Clawfoot tubs.
Elegantly appointed. Intimate. Luxurious. A generous, spectacular three
course breakfast. www.freshwaterinn.com
On the Eastport Peninsula, Cupid recommends the 4 1/2 star Inn at Happy
Adventure. All rooms have a harbour view, some with balconies. Bath tubs
built for two. Gourmet breakfasts. On site art collection. Try the seafood or
Black Angus beef offerings at the wonderful Chucky’s Seafood and Wild
Game Restaurant. Owners Chuck and Brenda Matchim have a long pedigree
in food, hospitality and the arts. A fantastic place for a weekend getaway.
www.innathappyadventure.com

explore our

heritage

1. Whale Pavilions Triton and King’s Point
2. Barbour Living Heritage Village Newtown
3. Beothuk Interpretation Centre Boyd’s Cove
4. Old Shoppe Museum Change Islands
5. Botwood Flying Boat Museum Botwood

four fantastic

tours

1. Pete’s Putt-Putt Tours, Change Islands
2. Iceberg viewing and whale watching,
Twillingate
3. Snorkeling, Ocean Quest Adventures, Terra
Nova National Park
4. ATV Tour, Red Indian Lake Outfitters and Tours

I’m a fan of anything produced by the gifted Janet Davis
at her Norton’s Cove Studio in New-Wes-Valley.
Everything she etches, prints or draws has a classic,
timeless quality and is quintessentially Newfoundland.
Visit www.nortonscovestudio.com and check out my
interview with her on youtube.
We don’t need a shirtless Patrick Swayze to love pottery,
and it comes no better than the art of King’s Point
Pottery. Potters Linda Yates and David Hayashida have been creating
unforgettable art and cherished gifts for almost 20 years at their King’s Point
location (named one of the top five arts destinations in the province.) They
often incorporate natural found elements in their work like capelin, crab
claws, sea grass or driftwood. Their art has received highest honors and is
the gift of choice for visiting dignitaries. It’s brilliant stuff.

lovely little villages
Okay, so we don’t say ‘villages’ like the tourists. But there is something to be
said for communities that understand there is an inherent value in keeping
their traditions and built heritage alive. In towns that pay homage to the
past and have not been totally ground down by the scouring tide of
progress, we find a little something wonderful. Central Newfoundland has
the best concentration of real fishing communities in the province. There’s
literally a Peggy’s Cove every 10
minutes. Some of my favorites:
Salvage. Clung to the shore like a
barnacle. It’s bursting with color and
character. Was named one of the Top
10 Places to Live in Canada. Properties
all along the Eastport Peninsula are
being snapped up hand over fist, and
with good reason.
Greenspond. Once the capital of Bonavista Bay. Gorgeous panoramic view
when you enter the community. Check out the Greenspond Courthouse
and hike the Greenspond Trail; a wonderful stroll along surfside oceanic
barrens that circumvent the island. As Great Big Sea sang, “Greenspond is a
pretty place, ah me boy.”
Leading Tickles. Community of 400 is amazingly scenic, especially with the
fall colors. One of Central’s best kept secrets and a great place to view
icebergs. Excellent hiking trail to a lofty headland which is not to be missed.
Round Harbour on the Baie Verte Peninsula. The place looks like a movie
set. Attracts artists the world over to paint the landscapes. Lovely trails and
boardwalks meandering through the town. Round Harbour has precisely
one winter resident, but in the summer it’s filled up. Packages available.
English Harbour. Traditional fishing village with a spectacular
horseshoe-shaped harbour. Visit Petit’s Store and museum. Wonderful bed
and breakfast there, the Olde Oven Inn, where you can have a cup of tea on
the patio and watch the boats come in. Great hillside walks as well.

winter delights
I have to admit to being a winter girl. I love living in one of Canada’s great
snowbelts. The whole thing with winter is to get out in it. It’s to be
celebrated, not endured.
Snowmobile. There are so many great
places for snowmobile trips that I
don’t know where to begin. The
Buchans Plateau, Gaff Topsails and
Baie Verte Peninsula are great
destinations. The Mount Peyton trip,
with the winding groomed trail,
warm-up huts and spectacular view at
the top is one of the crowning routes
in Central. If you are planning an
overnight trip in that area, the
Bluewater Lodge and Retreat near Lewisporte Junction is a fine
headquarters. Plenty of rooms, a wonderful sprawling lobby and great food.
Winifred and Gary are great hosts, you’ll be well cared for.
Cross Country Glee. You can’t beat cross country skiing for brisk outdoor
winter activity. You need to try Gander’s Airport Nordic Ski Club with 16
kilometres of groomed trails overlooking Gander Lake. Four kilometres are
lit for night skiing. The facility is exceptional and the club maintains a
welcoming, family-oriented atmosphere.
Experience the park. You know the beauty of Terra Nova National Park in
the summer, but in recent years, they’ve put together a fantastic winter
experience. 15 kilometres of groomed ski trails and some of the best
snowshoeing in central. Winter camping and an enclosed cooking shelter
are available. Check out their website for great winter experiences and
subscribe to their winter newsletter for the latest offerings and events.

Janice apologizes in advance for the many things
she’s had to omit but promises to return in our next
issue. For more great escapes, places to go and
thing to do in your own backyard, visit Adventure
Central at www.centralnewfoundland.com
You can also befriend them on Facebook, follow them on Twitter and
check out their videos on youtube.

FLYING SOLO: TIPS TO GET DOWN TO ONE CHECKED BAG

Nowadays, if you want to fly with a second checked bag, you’ll pay for it. Airlines
the world over are trying to juggle reducing costs and opening up new revenue
streams while keeping ticket prices affordable. Regardless of the reason, now is
the time to lessen the load. We do understand that there are many who fly for
work from Gander who require business accompaniments like tools. For the rest
of us, there are a host of great reasons to reduce your baggage. Multiple oversize
bags are a burden. They are burden for check in. They are a burden on your back.
The same bag an Olympic weightlifter can barely get down the stairs of your home has to be put in the trunk of your car
or taxi, wheeled through a hotel, submitted at check-in and generally toted everywhere you go. There’s an
environmental cost, too. Bags are being charged because the additional weight increases the fuel burn - and emissions
- of the aircraft. Overstuffing your luggage also increases the chance it will get broken.
Whatever your reason, there is something inherently liberating in traveling light and agile. You don’t need two bulging
checked bags to take your essentials with you. You need to pack lighter. And smarter. Along the way, you’ll take the lug
out of luggage. Spare the cost, the nuisance and the hassle - travel light.

* Don’t just dump half your closet into a steamer trunk the night before your flight. Check the forecast at your
destination. Make a packing list. Cross off everything that’s not absolutely essential.
* Buy good luggage. Hard case suitcases provide the best protection for your stuff. Look for 360-degree wheels and
strong, thick zippers. If you buy new, put the warranty card somewhere in the luggage with your receipt.
*Buy travel-sized toiletries. Remember that hotels have a lot of the basics - soap, conditioner, mouthwash, hair dryers,
etc. already.
* Ensure your carry-on has the essentials for at least one night’s living in the event your checked baggage is delayed.
* Make space. Stuff your rolled socks into your shoes. Lay belts flat on the bottom.
* An Imelda Marcos-sized shoe fetish is a problem. Take one for pair work, one for walking. Sandals or flip-flops for the
beach.
*Every piece of clothing should be able to be worn and matched with something else. Basic, timeless, neutral colors.
Black or white shirts go with everything. Shoes that work with a suit or jeans. Don’t be afraid to wear the same clothes
twice – you’re from out of town, no one knows what you had on yesterday. Within the bounds of comfort and hygiene,
of course.
*Bring thin clothes unless you are headed somewhere cold. Leave bulky fleeces and jackets at home, you can always
layer up. If you must bring that bulky coat that makes you look like the Michelin Man, bring it on the plane.
* Leave space in your luggage if you plan on bringing things back like souvenirs.

